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Comment on ‘‘Scaling of the Quasiparticle
Spectrum for d-wave Superconductors’’

In a recent Letter, Simon and Lee (SL) [1] suggested
scaling law for thermodynamic and kinetic properties o
superconductors with lines of gap nodes. For examp
the heat capacity as a function of temperature an
magnetic field forT ø Tc andH ø Hc2 is

CsT , Hd  aT 2Gsxd, x  aTyH1y2 , (1)

where Gsxd is a dimensionless function of the dimen
sionless parameterx. Equation (1) is in agreement
with our calculations [2–4] if the scaling paramete
is xKV  sHc2yHd1y2sTyTcd (apart from a logarithmic
factor). Indeed, according to [2], the functionGsxd ,
1 1 s1yx2d for large values ofx; the first term is the
bulk heat capacityCsT , Hd ~ T2, while the second term
results in a temperature-independent vortex contrib
tion CsT , Hd ~ H. For small x, the function Gsxd ,
1yx which gives [3,4]CsT , Hd ~ T

p
H. The crossover

value between these two regimes isxKV , 1. How-
ever, SL have obtained the crossover parameterxSL ,
sHc2yHd1y2sTyTcd

p
EFyTc. The difference between our

x and that obtained by SL is thus by the large factop
EFyTc. We discuss the origin of this disagreement.
Let us introduce the anisotropic Fermi momentum

pFsud which depends on the angleu in the a-b plane.
If T ø Tc the quasiparticles which are close to the ga
nodeu ø 1 are important. Their spectrum is

Espd 
p

y
2
Ffp 2 pFsudg2 1 sD0d2u2 , (2)

where yF is the Fermi velocity andD0 is the angular
derivative of the gap,Dsud ø uD0; both are in a vicinity
of the node. Equation (2) was the starting point in [2,4]

In contrast, SL used the linearized spectrum

Espd 
q

c2
ksdpxd2 1 c2

'p2
y , (3)

where p  pyŷ 1 spF 1 dpxdx̂, ck  yF , and c' 
D0ypF . This is justified when the nonlinear contributions
to

espd 2 EF  p2
xy2mx 1 p2

yy2my 2 EF

ø yFdpx 1 p2
yy2my

can be neglected, i.e., whenp2
yy2my ø c'py where

py  pFu. This requires much stronger restrictions bot
on the angleu ø TcyEF and on the energy and tempera
tureT ø T 2

c yEF .
At first glance, one might expect that the temperatu

of the order ofT2
c yEF marks the boundary between ou

scaling and that by SL. However, this is not the case. O
quasiclassical approach is valid down to the temperatu
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at which a discreteness of fermion bound states
the vortex background becomes important. Fors-wave
superconductors, the interlevel spacing of core fermio
is of the order ofT 2

c yEF [5]; thus the quantum limit
is reached atT , T 2

c yEF . In d-wave superconductors,
in a vicinity of the gap nodes, the interlevel distanc
is smaller; it is determined by a large dimension of th
wave function which, for low energies, is limited by
the intervortex distanceR [2,3]. Thus the discreteness
of the levels becomes important at lower temperatur
T , sT 2

c yEFd sjyRd , sT2
c yEFd

p
ByBc2.

Therefore, one expects two changes of the regime w
the crossover parameters as follows: (1) AtxKV , 1 [i.e.,
at sHc2yHd1y2sTyTcd , 1] the single-vortex contribution
to the thermodynamic quantitity is comparable with th
bulk contribution per one vortex. (2) AtxKV , TcyEF

[i.e., at sHc2yHd1y2sTyTcd sEFyTcd , 1] the quasi-
classical regime changes to the quantum one. Howev
there is no change in the regime at the SL scale,xSL , 1
[i.e., atsHc2yHd1y2sTyTcd

p
EFyTc , 1]. This is because

the high anisotropy of the conical spectrum in Eq. (3
was not taken properly into account in [1]: The rescalin
of coordinates to get an isotropic spectrum of fermion
with the average “speed of light”c 

p
ckc' [1] leads

to a high deformation of the potential well produced b
vortices.
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